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PART ONE:  CASE STUDY SUMMARY TABLE 

____________________________________________________________________  
 

ASPA WP4 Completed Case Study Summary Table (in addition to the information in the table for pre-selection of cases). 

Nr. Name of 

organisation 

Size of  

establish-

ment 

% of men, 

women and 

workers aged 

50+ 

Motivation of 

the firm for age 

management 

Nature of social 

dialogue 

Target group in 

original and 

current 

initiative 

Age profile in 

original and 

current 

initiative 

Retention or 

reduction of 

original initiative 

Age management approaches* 

(see bottom of table for codes)  

SE1 Volvo Cars 20.600 

employees 

25 % women 

19% older 

Lean 

production and 

retaining 

competence 

Work force 

reductions 

Constructive Original: older 

workers 

Current: all 

workers 

Original: age 

specific 

Current: 

focusing on all 

workers 

Reduction Original measure: 7, 8, 9 

Current measure: 5, 6, 8, 9 

SE2 Rapid 

Granulator 

101 

employees 

11 % women 

20 % older 

Balanced age 

profile 

 

 

Constructive Original: older 

workers 

Current: all 

workers 

Original: Age 

specific 

Current: 

focusing on all 

workers 

Reduction Original measure: 1 

Current measure: 7, 10 

SE3 Färs and 

Frosta 

Sparbank 

235 

employees 

61 % women 

20 % older 

Retaining older 

employees as 

long as possible 

Constructive Original and 

current: older 

employees 

Age specific Reduction Original measure: 1 

Current measure: 3, 4, 6 

SE4 Combitech 800 

employees 

21 % women 

19% Older  

Competence 

development 

Constructive Original and 

current: all 

employees 

All workers Retention Original and current measure: 3 
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SE5 Sveland 61 employees 75 % women 

21 % older  

Strive to mirror 

society  

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers Not applicable 

N.a 

Current measure: 6, 10 

SE6 Financial 

Sector 

Union  

45 employees 65 % women 

15 % older 

Life-long 

learning 

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers N.a Current measure: 3, 9 

SE7 Poseidon 187 

employees 

35 % women 

38 % older 

Secure 

availability of 

qualified 

workers 

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers N.a Current measure: 10 

SE8 Göteborgs 

Posten 

410 

employees 

54 % women 

Older n/a 

Work force 

reductions  

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers N.a Current measure: 9 

SE9 Bygga 

Värnamo 

18 employees 100 % men 

80 % older 

Retaining older 

employees 

Balanced age 

profile 

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers N.a Current measure: 9 

SE10 Floda 

Systemskylt 

15 employees 33 % women 

20 % older 

Retaining older 

employees  

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers N.a Current measure: 6 

SE11 Trollhättan 

Terminal 

(Katoen 

Natie) 

34 employees  

at studied 

establishment  

11.000 world 

wide  

16 % women 

36 % older 

Balanced age 

and gender 

profile 

 

Constructive Current: all 

workers 

All workers N.a Current measure: 6, 7, 8 

* Age management approaches – please enter relevant categories (see below) which match the dimensions listed in WP4 guidelines: 

1. Job recruitment 

2. Awareness raising, changing attitudes and diversity  

3. Training, lifelong learning and knowledge transfer 

4. Career development and mobility management 
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5. remuneration, i.e. consideration of bonus and salary systems 

6. Flexible working practices (including working-time arrangements over the life-course and reconciliation of work and family life/care 

7. Health protection and promotion and workplace design 

8. Redeployment and retention 

9. Employment exit and the transition to retirement.  

10. Comprehensive approaches. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PART TWO:   CASE STUDIES IN ORGANISATIONS 
__________________________________________________________________________    

 
 

Case 1: Volvo Cars Corporation, Sweden, 2010 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Volvo Cars Corporation is a global car producer, with the head office in Gothenburg. The 

company has around 20,600 employees spread in factories in Sweden, Belgium, Malaysia 

and China. Car industry is male dominated and the average age in the production units is 46 

years. It should be stressed that the average age of employees has increased with eight 

years since the mid 2000s. The economic downturn in 2009 affected the company seriously 

and the labour force was reduced by 17 percent. Different programs were used to assist 

dismissed personnel and some of these programs were targeted toward older employees.  

Volvo’s age management initiative started in 1992 when special senior production units were 

created in close cooperation with the trade unions. Based on age and tenure, some 

redundant employees were offered jobs at these units. The number of workers in these 

senior production units increased from 120 in the early stage to around 370 employees in 

mid 2000s in line with an increase in level of activity. The senior production units increased 

employees’ job security and the company became a more attractive employer showing that 

they took care of older employees.  

Volvo has not been able to keep the initiative going to the same extent as before. The 

number of older workers in these units is today down to 50. Many activities performed in 

these units have been outsourced. The company has been forced to focus on core activities 

due to the economic downturn and the increased competition in the car industry.  

 

1. Organisational background  

Founded in 1927, the Volvo Car Corporation is a car producer with headquarter located in 

Gothenburg (West coast of Sweden). Early this year (2010), the Ford Motor Company sold 

the Volvo Car Corporation to the Geely Automobile Holdings Limited. Volvo cars are 

produced at factories in Sweden, Belgium, Malaysia and China. In 2009 approximately 

340,000 Volvo cars were sold. Revenues reached 12 billion US$, but still the company made 

a loss for the third consecutive year.  

The company has around 20,600 employees, of which around two thirds are working in 

Sweden. Car production is a male dominated industry reflected by the gender distribution at 

Volvo as well; around 75 percent of the employees are men. The average age for blue collar 

workers at the factory in Torslanda was 38 years in the mid 2000s and 46 years old today. 

The age distribution amongst production workers in Torslanda is as follows: 

Age 29 and younger   9 percent, 

Age 30 – 39   33 percent, 

Age 40 – 49   39 percent. 

Age 50 and older  19 percent.  
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The downturn in the global economy in the aftermath of the financial crisis hit the automotive 

industry hard and Volvo Cars was no exception. The management in close cooperation with 

the trade unions set up a comprehensive cost reduction program1, with components such as 

staff reduction, temporary layoffs, short time working and wage freeze.  

In early 2008, 6,000 employees were given advance notice. Around 4,600 of these were 

actually dismissed. Some of these workers were agency workers and employees on short 

term contract, but most of them had tenure positions at Volvo (open-ended contract). The 

company of course followed the regulation of the Swedish Employment Protection Act (LAS) 

but strived also to keep employees with the competency needed for future production. 

Around 400 older employees who, according to the human resource manager, did not meet 

future demands/requirement were offered an early retirement package. If the employees 

were older than 60 years of age, Volvo paid 70 percent of the wage until retirement. For the 

age cohort 57 to 59 the employees were offered some annual salaries. During the layoffs, 

Volvo also worked closely with two job security councils2 Startkraft3 and TRR 

Trygghetsrådet4.  

 All employees in the company were also affected by temporary layoffs. They were laid off 

between 8 to 45 days depending on the job with a wage reduction of 15 percent. In addition, 

Volvo decided to freeze the wages in 2009. White collar workers experienced also a salary 

cutback ranging between 3 and 5 percent. Overtime payments were stopped and no bonus 

payments were made during the same year. 

  

2. Age management approach  

Volvo considers staff diversity as a prerequisite for a successful human resource strategy 

striving to attract new employees, customers and joint-venture partners. The company has 

zero tolerance towards discrimination and works actively to achieve an inclusive culture. 

Volvo has succeeded well with respect to ethnicity with people from at least 60 countries 

working for the company.  

Gender balance seems to be more difficult to achieve. Volvo remains to a large extent male 

dominated. The company objective is to reach the target of 25 percent female managers 

through several programs, such as for example a mentor program for women. There are also 

program that aims at providing career paths from blue collar to white collar jobs. In addition, 

no managerial position can be appointed unless female candidates are part of the 

recruitment process. 

The situation is more complex with respect to older employees. After the restructuring of the 

company in 2009, Volvo found that the average age among production workers were too 

                                                 
1
 The package of measures discussed in this paper was only implemented in Sweden. In Belgium 

Volvo  car exploited other cost and work sharing mechanisms, such as in particular a system of state 

subsidized short time working.  
2 In the case of collective redundancy due to restructuring or individual notice due to shortage of work, 

the Swedish social partners have since the early 1970s negotiated “security/adjustment agreement in 

order to help workers who have been given notice to find new jobs quickly, by way of adjustment 

measures and financial support. 
3 Startkraft gives support to blue-collar workers. This  job council is owned jointly by the trade union 

and the private sector but is independent of both.  
4 TRR provides advice and support to white-collar employees, management and union representatives 

at companies facing a restructuring process. 
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high. Therefore, two programs are currently aiming at increasing older workers’ employability 

both within and outside the company. The first program has the objective of providing older 

employees with new carrier possibilities outside the company, i.e. outplacement. Volvo has 

an agreement with a competence development firm providing an educational program as well 

as individual coaching to some selected employees. The participation is voluntary and the 

program runs for six months. Within the program the employees will be given the opportunity 

to try different jobs at other companies. The second program focuses more on competence 

development aiming at increasing the employability of the participants. The program has 

been running in 2009 and around 80 persons are currently involved in the programs. Volvo is 

planning to rehire approximately 30 of these workers in the ongoing recruitment process. 

 

3. The original measure  

The original initiative started in the early 1990s. Share holders and management requested 

the introduction of a more efficient production process, implying a transformation of work 

organisation towards self-managed working groups (more autonomy and polyvalence). The 

new work organisation placed new demands on workers’ competence and a number of older 

workers could not fulfil the new requirements. In addition, a new painting process was 

introduced and the number of employees in the painting unit was cut by fifty percent. The 

management was reluctant to dismiss these employees, due to financial as well as social 

reasons. A number of different instruments were used ranging from paid study leave to the 

introduction of the above mentioned senior production units. The aim of the latter instrument 

was to offer older employees less physically demanding work tasks.  

The senior working units were introduced in close cooperation with the trade unions, which 

representatives were actually involved in the set up and implementation process. The 

redundant employees were for instance interviewed with a trade union representative 

present. Only two groups of employees were offered this type of “senior jobs”. The first group 

included older employees above the age of 50 years and with 15 years seniority at Volvo, 

while the second group included any worker with at least 25 years of seniority irrespective of 

age. In 1992, around 120 employees worked at the senior production units. But over the 

years the units grew both with respect to the number of employees and the scope of 

activities. The first units were pure production units with a lower work pace. In 1993, the work 

pace was 75% of the regular production requirement, but over time these units actually came 

close to reach the average production level. Other activities, such as packaging and internal 

transportation were added in the late 1990s. The number of workers was peaking at 370 in 

the mid 2000s. In line with management demands, the senior production units became 

profitable after some few initial years of loss making.  

The senior work units had some positive implications. First, the employees felt an increased 

job security. Even if they failed to cope with the heavy work load at the production line, the 

introduction of the units indicated that they have an opportunity to stay with the company 

performing less demanding tasks. Second, the company became a more attractive employer 

showing that they took care of older employees.  

 

4. Development of the initial measure and current practice 

Volvo has not been able to pursue the initiative to the same extent as in the mid 2000s. 

Increased competition in the world market has put additional pressure on a small car 
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producer such as Volvo. Changes in work organisation and the gradual introduction of lean 

production and just in time production process implied that it becomes more and more 

difficult to cater for older employees failing to keep up with younger colleagues in the 

production lines. Most of the senior production units have been re-incorporated into the 

normal production process implying that they no longer are equally attractive for the older 

employees. Some former senior production units have been outsourced and one has been 

moved to Belgium. Around 50 workers are still active in these special work units in Sweden.  

The interviewed human resource manager suggests that it is difficult to foresee a future 

where car producers, to any large extent, manage to create jobs in order to take special care 

of a certain category of employees. The production work is heavy, which is reflected in 

relatively high sickness absenteeism (five percent) and a labour turnover ranging between 3-

4 percent. It is important for Volvo to make it possible for employees to have long working 

carriers either internally or externally. This can be achieved through a more adapted 

ergonomics in the production, job rotation schemes, education, and competence 

development.  

 

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Volvo Car Corporation introduced senior production units for around 20 years ago. They did 

this by incorporating tasks that was previously outsourced. Thus, these senior production 

units was a way to “insource” these activities and reallocate older worker towards units with 

less demanding work tasks. Increased competition has since then led car producers to focus 

on their core activities. Thus, Volvo has re-outsourced some of the activities that were 

performed within these senior production units 20 years ago. The interviewed human 

resource manager believes that the financial crisis and the global economic downturn has led 

many companies to change their recruitment strategies implying that in the future they will be 

more  reluctant to increase their work force mainly through an increase of open-ended 

contract (tenure). There are therefore strong reasons to believe that there will be an upswing 

for temporary employment agencies and short term contracts. Two reasons may be put 

forward; 1) to create the condition for a greater external flexibility to cope with up- and 

downturns, 2) to give companies the possibility to adjust labour costs more rapidly across the 

business cycle.  

 

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Resource Manager, Monica Tapper, telephone: +46 31 590000, 

mtapper@volvocars.com 

Website: http://www.volvocars.com 
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CASE 2: Rapid Granulator AB, Sweden, 2010 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Rapid Granulator is situated in southern Sweden and produces granulators. The company 

had an economic upswing in the mid 1990s and recruited a small number of workers over 50 

years. Seven of them were over 55 years and some even close to 60 years. At the time, age 

management was seen as a positive factor in reaching a balanced age distribution in the 

company. However, the initiative has not been continued. Instead financial difficulties have 

forced the company to lay off workers, implying that Rapid today has an older workforce and 

an age skewed distribution implying that and some special key competences are missing.  

 

1. Organisational background  

Rapid Granulator AB5 is a medium sized private limited company (PLC) within the 

manufacturing-industry located in Bredaryd, a small community in the countryside of 

southern Sweden. Rapid develops, manufactures and markets granulator and related 

equipments for the plastic-industry to convert different types of plastic waste to granulate, 

suitable for recycling.  

Rapid was established in early 1940s as a family owned company, but is today a PLC owned 

by the American company Ipeg Ltd. which is a subsidiary to Sewickley Capital Inc. The head 

office and the main production are situated in Bredaryd, Sweden, but Rapid also owns 

companies in USA, Germany, France, Italy, Singapore, China and Lebanon. Rapid is 

exporting more than 95 percent of its Swedish production to around 150 countries. 

The medium age of the work force is 50 years. Over half of Rapid’s employees are over 46 

years old and nearly 20 percent are between 56 and 65 years old. 34 percent are between 

36 and 45 years of age and employees younger than 36 years represent only 15.5 percent of 

the labour force.  

As many as 16 workers are more than 61 years old and the Human Resource Manager 

(HRM) believes that most of them will stay until they reach 67 years old6. The company has 

currently no financial means to develop early or part-time retirement. 

Since as many as 90 of the 101 employees are men, the share of women in the labour force 

accounts to only 11 percent. Two of the eleven women are blue collar workers, while nine 

are white collar workers. Looking at the complete labour force 60 percent are manual 

workers, while 40 percent are white collar employees.  

 

2. Age management approach  

The main objective Rapid’s general human resource policy is to favour employees’ autonomy 

and responsibility. The employees have relatively large opportunities to influence their 

                                                 
5 From now on referred to as Rapid. 
6
 The normal retirement age is 65 years old in Sweden but the employees has the right to stay up to 67 years old. 
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working conditions and working hours. Rapid has also introduced a set of comprehensive 

measures in the fields of health, well-being and ergonomics, with the aim of keeping a 

healthier work force and thereby reducing sickness absenteeism.  

At the end of the 1990s, Rapid´s labour force reached around 200 workers, but half a decade 

later the number of employees has been reduced to 130. The recent global economic crisis 

has forced the company to restructure its production and during 2009 an additional 43 people 

were laid off. One of the responses of the company was to take measures to promote a 

flatter organisation by dismissing mid-level managers. For a shorter period in the second half 

of 2008, Rapid also introduced a 10 percent cut in working hours, resulting in lower costs and 

improved financial liquidity. The reduction in working hours was first initiated for the white 

collar workers, but later also implemented for blue collar workers.  

Rapid has a low labour turnover and an old workforce. The recent lay-offs worsened the 

company’s age-profile even further, since the seniority rule in the Swedish Employment 

Protection Act (LAS) protects older workers during collective redundancies and dismissals. 

Rapid feels that they lost key skills with the restructuring and that they need to employ 

younger workers with these skills as soon as the economic situation improves. According to 

the human resource department, the company is in need of well educated and high skilled 

workers, but due to the location of the plant far away from educational centres and larger 

cities, the company faces difficulties in attracting these high-skilled young workers.  

Rapid has also been trying to improve workers competence with further training provided 

both within and outside the company. In 2002-2004, a training project was set up and partly 

funded by the EU, but this project has not been continued due to new funding requirements 

from EU together with the company’s financial difficulties. 

 

3. The original measure  

As a result of an economic upswing during the mid 1990s Rapid expanded and a need to 

employ new workers arose. Between 1994 and 1995 the company recruited a small number 

of workers over 50 years. Seven of them were over 55 years and some even close to 60 

years. 

There were mainly two reasons to employ a number of persons over 50 years. First, the 

initiative was a part the company objective to have a balanced mix of age groups, 

qualifications, cultures and competences. Even thought the main hiring criteria was and 

remain qualifications and experience, rather than age, a number of older workers were 

recruited. Second, the recruitment of older workers was also a response to a shortage of 

skilled labour. The machine operators that Rapid needed were in general hard to find in the 

local labour market. When the recession of the early 1990s forced a couple of local firms to 

close down, the supply of skilled, fully trained and experienced machine operators increased. 

Some of them were over 50 years old. Rapid saw this as an opportunity to employ qualified 

workers that immediately could be put into production without any delays that training of 

inexperienced personnel would mean.  

The initiative to recruit a number of older workers was the outcome of a constructive dialogue 

between company management and trade union representatives at Rapid. There are three 

trade unions active at the company, representing manual workers, white collar workers and 

engineers. The union density is as high as 100 percent for blue collar workers and 75-80% 

for white collar workers. The social dialogue is described as good and the relation between 

the employer and trade unions is characterized by cooperation and co-determination.  
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4. Development of the initial measure and current practice 

The initiative to recruit a number of older workers was carried out during the years 1994 to 

1995. The initiative was surrounded by a number of specific circumstances described in 

previous section. The company continued to expand until 1998 but was after that forced to 

cut down the labour force. The initiative to recruit older workers has not continued since 

1994-1995.  

The company considers the immediate effects of the initiative to be positive. The initiative 

meant that the company could cope with the need of recruiting high-skilled workers, attract 

the right competence and cope with a significant skill shortage at that time. The new 

employees transferred also knowledge in a spontaneous and non-structured way. The 

recruitment also contributed to a more balanced age distribution.  

Since the initiative took place, Rapid has reduced their work force. Since the Swedish 

Employment Act protects older employees (seniority rule) a number of younger, both white 

collar and blue collar, workers have been laid off since 1998. This has affected the 

company’s age profile. Today the age profile is considered being unbalanced and the 

average age is high. The HRM pointed out that the current unbalanced age distribution of the 

workforce has affected the company’s attitude to recruit older persons in a negative way. 

According to the HRM the ideal situation is a balanced mix of age groups among employees. 

Older workers are more motivated by working with younger colleagues, while the experience 

of older workers affects young employees’ confidence in a positive way. The company’s aim 

to have a mix of age groups can therefore be regarded as an important HRM objective and 

due to the current high average age, Rapid will therefore in the future recruit younger 

workers in order to balance its age profile.  

 

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

In the mid 1990s Rapid expanded and a need to employ machine operators arose. When a 

couple of companies nearby closed down, fully trained, experienced and older machine 

operators were available. Rapid employed these persons by using age as positive criteria in 

the selection process and thereby they covered the needed competence without any delays. 

The company gained positive effects in terms of increased productivity and a balanced age 

profile. 

The company has since been forced to reduce the labour force and the age profile is today 

unbalanced with a large number of older workers. Rapid aims at recruiting younger qualified 

workers and the recruitment of older workers can be seen as a temporary initiative.  

Rapid’s general human resource strategy and philosophy is to create the condition for an 

increase worker’s autonomy regarding working condition. The company has also introduced 

measures for promoting safety and good health at the work place mainly throughout 

ergonomic design of the work place. In this context Rapid also set up regular visits of a 

physiotherapist inspecting the work place. The outcome of this policy is a low rate of 

sickness absenteeism (3.9 percent). The effect is also noticeable in terms of increased 

productivity since the employees have become more motivated and involved.  

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Recourses, Irene Zeller, telephone: +46 (0)370 865 90, 

Irene.zeller@Rapidgranulator.se 

Website: http://www.Rapidgranulator.se/ 
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CASE 3: Färs and Frosta Sparbank, Sweden 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

By Per-Åke Andersson, Dominique Anxo and Osvaldo Salas, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Färs and Frosta Sparbank is located in southern Sweden and provides banking services. 

The company set up a recruiting program in 1998 targeted toward older persons with 

banking experience. This program has been discontinued. Since 2004 the bank has an age 

management program aiming at retaining older employees until their pension age. The 

program includes mentoring, competences development, inspiration programs and/or a 

working time phasing out program.  

1. Organisational background 

Färs and Frosta Sparbank (FFS) is a medium sized limited company (PLC) located in 

southern Sweden. The bank was established in 1848. Today the company is up to 70 

percent owned by a foundation “Färs and Frosta Sparbank”, while the Swedish commercial 

bank Swedbank controls the remaining 30 percent. In 2008, the FFS counted 140,000 

customers and 18 local bank offices ranging over 12 local authorities, making it the largest 

freestanding savings institution in Sweden.  

The FFS is led by a board of directors and bank managers. A representative of the 

employees (trade union) is part of the board of directors. Union density is high (over 80 %) 

and the social dialogue constructive. The current 18 local bank offices are divided into 9 

units. A bank manager and a deputy bank manager are in charge of each unit. The bank has 

today around 235 employees of which 61 percent are women. The average age is 46 years 

and one fifth of the employees are in the age-range 55 and 60 years old. The number of 

employees has since 1998 decreased from 330 to 235 in 2009. The bank recruited 23 new 

employees in the second half of 2009 since three new offices were opened.  

 

2. Age Management approach 

Färs and Frosta Sparbank aspires to be an attractive employer for all age-groups. The 

company has set up different initiatives directed towards both older employees and the 

workforce in general. Considering age management, the company policy aims at reaching a 

balanced age distribution and assisting older employees to stay in the company until the 

regular retirement age at 65 years in order to safeguarding the competence of older 

employees. 

In 2004, the bank introduced a program called “experienced employees” for employees 55 

years or older. The program consists of four main activities: 

1. Mentoring: The bank is implementing a mentoring program. All new employees are 

provided with an older experienced mentor who shall guide the novice towards individual and 

professional development. The bank also has a specific trainee program for new employees 

being recruited directly from the educational system. This mentoring program is seen as an 

extension of the original initiative. 
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The advantages of the mentoring program are twofold. First, mentoring is seen as an 

important and inspiring task, providing the mentor a possibility to transfer bank specific 

knowledge to the new employees. Second, the new employees might have theoretical 

knowledge that will be transferred to the mentor.  

2. Competence development: The competence of the employees is considered as a crucial 

factor for customer relations. The bank has identified that investments in competence 

development for all employees is an important instrument for improving the financial results. 

The bank is committed to put particular emphasis on individual development plan for 

employees 55 years or older. The bank management has annual discussions with the 

employees on this issue. The company has also allocated special resources for competence 

development. This program was initiated by the local trade unions. 

3. Inspiration program: All employees 55 years or older are invited to participate in a 

special motivation program, containing for example seminars on health issues, individual 

development and banking theory.  

4. The working time phasing out program/progressive retirement: This program is 

directed to employees over 58 years old and implies a 20% reduction in working hours with a 

salary reduction of 10% and unchanged replacement rate for occupational pension. The 

working time reduction is aimed at increasing the possibility for the employees to get a 

balance between their working and private life. Older employees not opting for this program 

are instead entitled to an additional three days of paid holidays. Around 80 percent of the 

employees 58 years + have opted for this program.  

3. The original initiative 

In the late 1990s Sweden was experiencing a financial crisis and many banks were forced to 

perform restructuring and reorganisations. At this time, Färs and Frosta Sparbank had 

entered a phase of expansion opening two new bank offices. The recruitment policy for these 

offices stated that half of the new recruits should be people 55 years or older with experience 

from the banking sector, while the other half should be people under the age of 30 with an 

academic degree. The bank actively also promoted gender equality. 

The recruitment initiative was initiated by the bank management and supported by the trade 

unions. The purpose of the measure was foremost to improve the company’s diversity in 

terms of age, knowledge and competence. The initiative was also aimed at favouring 

intergenerational transfer of knowledge between employees. Due to the financial crisis 

affecting the banking sector at this time the availability of experienced personal was good.  

A more balanced distribution of older personal with banking experience and younger workers 

with an academic background were expected to provide positive effects. The older 

employees were seen as an asset in customer relations, with their experience providing 

confidence. In addition the older employees would mediate their experience to the young 

newly trained employees that in return would share their knowledge in economics and 

computers.     

4. Development of the initial measure and current practice? 

The recruitment initiative was applied during the economic boom of 1998 and 1999. Since 

then the general trend within banking has been a decline in traditional banking transactions 

and an increase in the demand for computer based services. As a result the company has 
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been forced to reduce the number of bank offices by half. Färs and Frosta Sparbank also 

strived to reinforce the larger local bank offices with more experienced and qualified financial 

advisor. The new developments implied of course a need to decrease the work force. The 

company managed to do this without making employees redundant. The bank instead 

established a special pension program for employees around the age of 60. This program 

was composed of an offer of 73 percent of the salary until retirement. Many employees 

accepted this offer and made an early exit at the average age of 62 years.  

The former initiative has, according to the Human Resource Manager interviewed, had 

positive effects. The improved age diversity resulted in a positive work environment favouring 

team spirit. The initiative also brought important results in terms of profitability and 

competitiveness. The bank received positive PR through the pronounced personnel policy 

and gained new customers. More importantly, age balance improved and intergenerational 

transfer of knowledge was enhanced within the bank. The initiative led to a more positive 

view upon older employees within the organization even in the medium and longer term. 

People over 55 years old are today to a great extent respected and appreciated within the 

bank.  

The recruitment initiative was only applied during a limited period of time, but the 

fundamental ideas of the initiative have been transferred into the organisation. The mentor 

program discussed earlier is a result of this way of thinking.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher 

The bank initiated an age related recruitment policy in the late 1990s, but the initiative has 

been discontinued. Although the measure is not part of the general personnel policy of the 

company today, the basic idea of an age-balanced work force has been adopted and 

transferred into the current policy of age management. The company is eager to keep the 

employees active as long as possible within the bank and has therefore developed the 

“experienced employees” program consisting of mentoring, competence development, 

inspiration program and working time phasing out.  

This program has not been fully evaluated but the management suggests that it has been 

successful. For instance, around 80 percent of the employees accept to reduce their working 

time when they reach 58 years of age.  

Contact details 

Mr Anders Netterheim. telephone +46- 415 17 354.  

Website: http://www.farsofrostasparbank.se 

Annual report 2008: 

http://www.farsofrostasparbank.se/sst/fristaende/dochantering/fristaende_visadoc/1,1896,32

9130,00.pdf 
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CASE 4: Combitech AB, Sweden, 2010 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Combitech AB is a consulting company in the areas of information technology with offices 

spread all over Sweden. The company has around 800 employees. The labour force is 

relatively young, the work is knowledge-intensive and as many as 82 percent of the staff 

have university education. Aiming at improving the gender balance, the company has 

introduced specific tools both to attract women and to keep them within the company. For 

instance, women enter a special mentorships program when being recruited. The company 

has currently no targeted programs for older employees, but look positively on individual 

tailored solutions concerning working time arrangements and progressive/gradual retirement.  

Combitech is active in a sector where technological developments happen continuously and 

the company needs to have a labour force with an up-to-date knowledge. The company is 

therefore putting large efforts into lifelong learning and competence development. The 

company is for that reason considered as an attractive employer and both the employability 

of workers and the competitiveness of the company were enhanced. The original initiative 

introduced during the 1990s focused also on competence development and Combitech has 

continued and during the years extended the initiative. The company has developed a 

company-based tool for competence development. Newly recruited staff can also access this 

specially designed and individually tailored program. Besides traditional training activities and 

workshops attendance, the company is looking for alternative ways of learning where more 

informal ways are being used.  

1. Organisational background  

Combitech AB is a consulting company in the areas of information technology with offices in 

more than twenty places in Sweden. The company was established in 2006 through a 

merger of Combitech Systems and part of Aerotech Telub7. Combitech is a private limited 

company and part of the Saab Group. The company’s turnover is around 950 million SEK (95 

million €) and the main customers are active in air force industry, defence industry, 

telecommunications and public sector.   

The company has around 800 employees. The labour force is relatively young with an 

average age of 38 years. Around 19 percent of the work force is older than 50 years of age. 

The work is knowledge-intensive and as many as 82 percent of the staff have university 

education. Twenty-one percent of the workforce is women. The labour turnover is relatively 

high at 10-12 percent. The level of unionisation is around 75 percent and the most important 

trade unions are the Federations Unionen and the Swedish Association of Graduate 

Engineers8.  

                                                 
7
 Aerotech Telub participated in the earlier studies and references made to the old initiative refer to age 

management initiative at this company.  
8 Federations belonging respectively to the Swedish Confederation for Professional Employees (TCO) and the 

Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations(SACO) 
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The company was hit by the financial crisis, but managed to cope with the recession without 

reducing its work force. Since the early 2010, the economic situation has started improving 

again.  

2. Age management approach  

Combitech’s human resource management (HRM) focuses on issues such as leadership, 

responsibility, diversity as well as internal mobility. The company considers a balanced 

workforce with respect to age, gender and ethnicity as important component of HRM , 

diversity and balance along these lines  creating a more conducive and favourable  working 

environment. The company, still male dominated, has the objective of attaining a gender 

distribution of 30 percent female employees at the horizon 2015. The human resource 

department make use of special advertisements and interview techniques to attract more 

women. When employed, women get a special mentorships assistance regarding their 

career development. The age distribution is slightly uneven for the time being, since the 

company recently recruited many young civil engineers, principally to respond to customer 

demand for system development. The company is currently aiming at recruiting employees 

with a high level of experience and seniority. More experienced workers can handle more 

complex requests from customers and these kinds of tasks lead also to a better profit margin. 

In addition, more experienced staff often has their own network of contacts that might lead to 

new orders for Combitech.  

The company has no direct programs targeted towards older employees, but look positively 

on tailor-made solutions concerning working time arrangements and progressive/gradual 

retirement. There are older employees still currently working although they have reached the 

age of 65. Employees still active after the age of 67 years have to accept a change in 

employment contracts from a fixed term to an hourly based contract. There are quite a few 

employees with this kind of contract.  

Combitech would like to be considered as the company in the sector with the best program 

for competence development and this will be discussed below.   

3. The original measure  

Combitech is a knowledge intensive company and the employees need to be continuously 

updated in technological development and progress. Therefore the company is undertaking 

large investments in employee’s skill development and education. Lifelong learning is a key 

concept. This competence development is according to the human resource manager crucial 

for the company’s competitiveness. At the same time the company becomes an attractive 

employer, lowering labour turnover and facilitating the recruitment of new staff members.  

An individual development plan is established for each employee and his/her supervisor. 

Training lasts 14 working days per year. The actual training period might though vary from 

year to year depending on the needs of the company and the time available. The 

development plan is negotiated once a year. The company is keen that the employee 

actively proposes and chooses different training activities. There is a small economic bonus 

available for employees fulfilling their plan.  

The initiative is not focusing on a specific socio-economic group, but the interviewee pointed 

out that the older employees are benefitting more due to the fast technological development 

in the sector affecting their employability positively. 
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4. Development of the initial measure and current practice 

Combitech has during the years developed and improved the original initiative. Today the 

company cooperates with KTH Royal Institute of Technology and Linnaeus University 

regarding learning and training facilities. The aim is to find alternative ways of learning –with  

focus on informal ways. The company has developed systems of mentorship, dual coaching 

and “practice in common”. The latter is a system where different groups with similar working 

interests share information within a computerized environment.  

Combitech has also developed a company-based tool for competence development, called 

Combitech Learning Lab. Newly recruited staff can also access the specially designed 

Combitech Talent Program that is building up competence and experience. Some employees 

are also active as teachers at the Combitech Training Institute. The institute offers 56 

different short courses.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Combitech is active in a sector where technological developments happen constantly and the 

company needs to have a workforce continuously updated. The company is therefore putting 

large efforts into competence development of personnel. The company becomes and 

remains in this way an attractive employer, staff’s employability and productivity increases 

and the competitiveness of the company is enhanced.  

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Resources, Jonas Nordstrand, telephone: +46 470 42333, 

Jonas.Nordstrand@combitech.se 

Website: http://www.combitech.se 
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CASE 5: Sveland, Sweden, 2010 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Sveland Insurances is situated in southern Sweden and produce services in animal 

insurances. The company is striving for labour force balance in age, gender and ethnicity, but 

is finding male and immigrants being less interested in the animal insurance field. Sveland is 

also having problems in finding specific competence in animal issues, since there is not 

suitable education available in Sweden. Sveland hopes to overcome this by introducing a 

mentorship program with elements of on-the-job training. The company is also actively using 

part time solutions to allow for older employees to stay at the firm and in addition they 

recently hired an older former staff member.  

1. Organisational background  

Sveland Insurances is situated in Hässleholm in southern Sweden. The company started 

already in 1911 concentrating on insurances for farm animals. The area of interest of the 

company increased in the 1970s and 1980s into insurances for animals for equestrian sports 

and pets. Finally, in the 1990s the company also started with property insurances. In January 

this year the property insurance department was sold to one of the main Swedish Insurance 

Company, Trygg-Hansa. 

Sveland is customer owned (cooperative). The turnover of the company is around 200 million 

SEK (20 million €). Sveland has 61 employees and all are white collar workers. As many as 

three fourth of the staff are women. The interviewee suggests that the fact that Sveland is 

dealing with animals attract women to a larger extent than men. The age distribution looks as 

follows: 

o Age 20-39  12 employees, (20 %) 

o Age 30-39  14 employees, (23-%) 

o Age 40-49  22 employees, (36%) 

o Age 50-59  11 employees, (18-%) 

o Age 60 +    2 employees. (3- %) 

 

Labour turnover at Sveland is relatively low, but as stressed by the interviewee many 

employees see the work at Sveland as a transitional period to something else such as for 

instance higher education. As many as 13 staff members work part time manly due to 

parenthood.  

Sveland has not been severely affected by the financial crisis, but the company has been 

challenged by the selling of the property insurance department. The two departments 

together had 150-160 employees at most, but the number was reduced by numerous staff 

reductions and finally the sale of the property insurance department. The level of unionization 

is slightly less than 50 percent and the most of these employees are members of the Trade 

Union for Insurance and Finance.  
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2. Age management approach  

The company has the ambition that the distribution of personnel should mirror the socio-

demographic composition of the community where Sveland is operating. The age distribution 

is fairly balanced, but when it comes to gender and ethnicity the human resource policy has 

failed to a certain extent. So far, the company has passively accepted the situation, but in the 

future, the human resource department might be forced to introduce some more active tools 

to get a more balanced workforce with respect to gender and ethnicity. The current 

management is, however, not in favour of positive discrimination.  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

Sveland has a positive view on older employees and age is not considered being an 

employment barrier. The fact that the company has only few older employees is related to 

the nature of work and the characteristic of the workplace. Recently, a former employee aged 

70 years old was hired. The woman has unique competence in the field of animal 

insurances.  

The company is also willing to accept gradual retirement on a part time basis as a tool to 

postpone employees exit from the company and thus the labour market. Both employees 

currently older than 60 years of age work part time (50 %). They are working every second 

week.  

The company has sometimes difficulties to find people with specific competence in animal 

insurances. There is no relevant education in Sweden and Sveland is planning to introduce a 

program of mentorship to overcome skill shortage.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Sveland has passively accepted an uneven gender and ethnic distribution of its personnel, 

although an ambition of having a distribution of personnel reflecting the socio-demographic 

where the company is operating. The future management, soon in place, might be forced to 

implement tools to overcome this dilemma.  Skill shortage related to a lack of educational 

programs in Sweden dealing with animal insurances has forced Sveland to plan for the 

introduction of a mentorship program, where on-the-job training will play an important part. 

The company is actively using part time solutions to allow for older employees to stay at the 

firm.  

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Recourses, Mats Grendenius, telephone: +46 451 16875 

Mats.Grendenius@sveland.se 

Website: http://www.sveland.se 
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CASE 6: The Financial Sector Union of Sweden, 2010 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

The Financial Sector Union (Finansförbundet) of Sweden is a trade union federation 

belonging to the Swedish Confederation of Professional Employees (TCO). The Financial 

Sector Union regroups essentially members (37,000 affiliated in 2009) working in the 

financial sector in Sweden (in areas such as banks, credit brokers, mortgage companies, 

stock brokers and other institutions in the financial sector. The federation performs advisory 

services, training courses in trade union issues, and of course conduct bargaining regarding 

wage and working condition and conclude collective agreement. The Union employs 45 

fulltime white collar workers, a majority of these being women. Due to a generational shift, 

the Union needed to keep competence in the organisation through measures postponing 

staffs exit from the labour market through progressive/gradual retirement and rehiring already 

retired employees.  

1. Organisational background  

The Financial Sector Union of Sweden is a trade union for employees in the financial sector 

in Sweden. The organization has around 37,000 members found in 375 different companies 

in the areas of banks, credit brokers, mortgage companies, stock brokers and other financial 

institutions. The federation is member owned (association) and performs advisory services, 

training in trade union issues, negotiations and concludes collective agreements on behalf of 

its members.  

The Financial Sector Union has a turnover of around 15 million Euro. The number of 

employees has been oscillating around 45 for the last ten years. Most employees work full 

time. The gender distribution shows that as many as 65 percent of the employees are 

women. The average age is 45 years. A closer look at the age distribution reveals that 15 

employees (33%) are above 50 years of age, while five of these are more than 60 years of 

age. The overall labour turnover is low. The Union is considered being a good employer and 

they have no problems in finding well educated experienced ombudsmen.  

The organization has recently gone through a generational shift. A number of older 

employees have retired from the organisation. Some left already at the age of 61 years in 

accordance with the current labour contracts and collective agreements9, although most 

waited until the age of 65. The Union then recruited younger staff members. This 

generational shift did create a smaller loss in competence that the Union has tried to offset 

by special initiative (see below).  

The Union is currently experiencing two challenges. First, the number of members has been 

declining during the last 20 years. Although the level of unionization has been stable in the 

Swedish financial sector, the number of employment opportunities has declined. The level of 

unionization is estimated to be 75 percent in the country as a whole, while it is lower at 60 

                                                 
9
 The employee is then receiving 65 percent of their salary until full retirement age is reached (65 

years old).  
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percent in the capital, Stockholm. Second, the globalization or internationalization of the 

financial sector implies that the Union cooperates with trade unions in other countries, where 

Swedish financial institutions have opened offices and are operating. 

2. Age management approach  

The Union aims at creating a good and learning environment with  a liberal and individualized 

personnel policy. First, each employee has his/her individual development/carrier plan. This 

plan might include any lifelong learning component as education/training, short courses, on-

the-job training, etc. There is a special budget line for these development/career plans. 

Second, the organisation makes sure that the employees performed varied tasks facilitating 

their individual development as well as their competence building. Third, each employee has 

full responsibility and autonomy regarding his/her working hours.  

The Union strives to have an age and gender distribution that mirrors society as a whole and 

the Federation feels that while the age distribution is balanced, the gender composition 

remains biased, clearly female dominated. Recently, the organization recruited people older 

than 55 years, since their competence was adequate and they fitted into the age structure. 

The Union has up to now not taken any pro-active measures making the organization more 

attractive to men.  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

The Federation makes use of gradual and progressive retirement. In an attempt to keep 

employees with key competence and postponing their retirement decision, the Union is using 

the so called 80/90/100 rule. Working time is 80 percent of full time, the salary amount to 90 

percent and the pension fund allocation amounts to 100 percent (i.e. pension replacement 

rate unchanged). One employee aged 62 is currently using this rule.  

Furthermore, the Union has rehired two former employees on a short term contract after their 

retirement. The reason behind this initiative is that when some employees went on maternal 

leave, there was a need to employ well experienced staff and these former ombudsmen 

fulfilled the requirements.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

After a generational shift the Financial Sector Union felt that their age distribution became out 

of balance with many newly recruited young employees. In an attempt to recreate the age 

balance and avoid loss of key competence, the organisation is using age management tools 

as gradual retirement and direct recruitment of older people.  

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Recourses, Lars Forsell, telephone: +46 (0)8 614 03 13, 

lars.forsell@finansförbundet.se 

Website: http://www.finansforbundet.se 
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CASE 7: Poseidon, Sweden, 2010 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Poseidon is a municipality owned real estate company located in Gothenburg. The company 

owns and manages approximately 23,500 apartments in the Gothenburg municipal area and 

has approximately 40,000 tenants. The company employs 187 persons. The age and ethnic 

composition of the workforce is, however, uneven. The gender distribution is also skewed 

since building supervisors is by tradition a male dominated occupation. A majority of 

employees are older than 50 years old and the ethnic balance is skewed as well. Poseidon 

tries to overcome this, by recruiting selected groups on short time contract, like student 

during the summer break, seasonal workers and apprentices. The company is also 

foreseeing a generational shift. They have no intention to provide incentives to prolong the 

working life of older employees. Instead they try to make sure that the real estate sector is 

popular enough to attract student to specific training programs and then Poseidon believes 

that their status as good employer always will make sure that workers are available when 

needed. 

1. Organisational background  

Bostads AB Poseidon is one of the largest housing companies in Gothenburg (western 

Sweden). The company owns and manages approximately 23,500 apartments in the 

Gothenburg municipal area and have approximately 40,000 tenants. This means that around 

one in ten people living in Gothenburg area is a Poseidon tenant. Poseidon aims to offer a 

broad range of attractive, value-for-money homes. Since the company is fully owned by the 

municipality, it is also charged with the task of reinforcing and developing the different areas 

of the city into secure, animated local communities. 

The rental revenues reached 1.5 billion SEK in 2009 (approximately 150 million €) and the 

property value was estimated to 10 billion SEK (1 billion €). The vacancy level of apartments 

was as low as 0.1% indicating that the demand for rental apartments is high in Gothenburg, 

which of course has a positive effect on Poseidon. For instance, the company was not 

affected by the financial crisis at all.  

Poseidon has 187 employees, of which 86 are white collar workers. The blue collar workers 

are either building supervisors (65 staff) or environmental workers (33 staff). The building 

supervisors are responsible for the maintenance of 250-500 apartments each and have 

direct contact with the tenants. The environmental workers are responsible for the outdoor 

environment in connection to the apartment buildings. The gender distribution is 66 percent 

male and 34 percent female. The distribution is more even for white collar workers, while 

especially the building supervisors are predominantly men (94%).  

Labour turnover is low 5 percent, while the average age at the company is relatively high 48 

years. The age distribution indicates also that the company is facing generational shift in a 

few years time. As many as 55 percent of employees are older than 50 years. The 

distribution looks as follows: 
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 Age -29 years  12 employees  6 percent, 

 Age 30-39 years 24 employees  13 percent, 

 Age 40-49 years 50 employees  27 percent, 

 Age 50-59 years 72 employees  39 percent, 

 Age 60 + years 29 employees  16 percent. 

 

The employees are members of three trade union federations10; white collar workers 

members in the Federation Union, blue collar workers in the Swedish Building Maintenance 

Workers’ Union and engineers in the Swedish Association of Graduate Engineers.  

2. Age management approach  

Poseidon wants to be a modern employer offering attractive working conditions and 

interesting and stimulating work tasks. The human resources policy is based on age, gender 

and ethnic balance in the sense that one company objective is that the employed labour 

force should mirror the socio-demographic composition of Poseidon’s tenants. The company 

is not attaining this goal in any of these dimensions, however.  

The company is though trying to overcome part of this problem by employing selected 

groups on short term contract. The company also employs students during the summer 

break (119 people), seasonal workers and apprentices (149 people). The students are of 

course young affecting the age balance. The company also aims at employing students living 

in selected geographical areas, where the proportion of immigrants is large. Thus, the ethnic 

balance is thus affected positively as well during the summer season. The selection of 

season workers follows the same way of reasoning, also having positive effects on these 

distributions. 12 percent of the full time employees are immigrants born outside Sweden. The 

gender aspect seems to be more difficult to tackle especially due to the nature of the work of 

the building supervisors. It is just difficult to find female building supervisors. Young women 

are not attracted to this kind of work. As mentioned before the gender balance is much better 

among the white collar workers in administration and sales.  

Sickness absenteeism is quite low at 3 percent. Poseidon has set up a health program 

including health controls, subsidies of admission fees to massage clinics, rehabilitation clinics 

and fitness/health clubs. 

The company is also providing lifelong learning. Each employee has an individual career and 

education plan that is being discussed each and every year in individual development 

discussions between the employee and his/her supervisor.  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

Poseidon is tackling the forthcoming generational shift in an indirect manner. The company 

has managed to become a good employer, according to surveys. Statistics Sweden is every 

year performing a survey at larger companies in Sweden concerning how the employees 

assess the quality of their current employer. The survey includes questions on working 

conditions as well as the possibilities for future individual development. The survey has been 

running for ten years and the employees of Poseidon have each year answered that they are 

                                                 
10

 Federations belonging respectively to, the Swedish Confederation for Professional Employees (TCO), the 

Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO) and the Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations(SACO) 
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satisfied with their job. Poseidon has also noted that they are considered being a good 

employer in the sense that they have no difficulties in recruiting new workers.  

Poseidon has no intent or policy to keep their older employees at the company beyond the 

normal retirement age (65 years old). The company intends to follow existing collective 

agreement without providing extra incentives. Instead they are expecting that their reputation 

as good employer will make sure that experienced workers always will be available when 

needed.  

At the same time, Poseidon is trying to make sure that there is enough interest in the real 

estate sector by affecting young people views. The company is working with different 

secondary educational facilities to market and initiate specific training in real estate issues. 

The educational package also includes sponsoring and apprentice work at Poseidon.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Poseidon is not achieving an age, gender and ethnic balance in their workforce. They try to 

compensate this by hiring students, seasonal workers and apprentices. The company 

acknowledges that a generational shift is forthcoming, but is only tackling this problem 

indirectly. They have no intention to provide incentives to prolong the stay of older 

employees with the company. Instead they try to make sure that the real estate sector is 

popular enough to attract students to specific training programs related to the occupations 

and sector. Poseidon believes that their status as good employer always will make sure that 

workers are available when needed and that they will never suffer of a skilled labour 

shortage. Thus Poseidon believes that as long as the flow of young workers entering the 

sector is large enough, the company will not face any problems with the generational shift. 

 

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Recourses, Sune Niklasson, telephone: +46 31 3321046 

sune.niklasson@Poseidon.goteborg.se 

Website: http://www.Poseidon.goteborg.se 
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CASE 8: Göteborg Posten, Sweden, 2010 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Göteborgs Posten, GP, is the largest newspaper in Western Sweden and the second largest 

morning newspaper in the country. The newspaper is part of the fast growing media group 

Stampen. The financial crisis, the general media crisis and technological advancements have 

forced the company to make personnel reductions through voluntary quits. The first program 

was not age specific, but an ongoing program is focusing at older employees. GP had plans 

to improve the staff competence in new technologies though a comprehensive educational 

package, but the company failed to get EU financing. The educational package included the 

other newspapers in the Stampen Group as well. The group is currently looking for 

alternative financing sources.  

1. Organisational background  

Göteborgs Posten, GP, is the largest newspaper in Western Sweden and the second largest 

morning paper in the country. GP was established already in 1813 and after struggling for 

survival, the paper became the biggest newspaper in Gothenburg in the 1930s. The eighties 

and the nineties were decades of strong development. GP is published seven days a week 

and the daily circulation was around 250,000 newspapers in 2006. The newspaper political 

orientation is liberal.  

GP is part of the Stampen Group, which is a fast growing media group and one of Sweden's 

biggest newspaper owners. Online communities, printing operations, distribution companies 

and free daily newspapers are also part of the group. Stampen has a turnover of more than 5 

billion SEK. Stampen has the objective of becoming an attractive leading player with 

credible, independent and brave media. Their business concept is to create valuable 

relationships in media. Stampen Group is family owned.  

The current financial crisis has amplified an already ongoing crisis in the media sector. GP is 

to a large extent been relying on getting incomes from customers subscribing to the daily 

newspaper, but GP struggles like all other Swedish newspapers to attract newer generations 

to subscribe to the newspaper. New internet based media sources, usually free of charge, 

are increasing the competition in the sector and GP has seen their subscription incomes 

decline steadily. Since the newspaper has large personnel cost, the new financial situation 

has forced the company to slim the organization by reducing personnel. This has affected 

staff in most areas and competence levels, although graphic workers have been most 

affected. In addition to the overall financial difficulties in the media sector, technological 

advancements in computer technology has affected the latter group as well.  

GP employs around 410 employees. The average age is at around 44 years. The distribution 

is though not balanced and most employees are in their middle age. The financial difficulties 

have implied that most older staff has left the company, while recruitment of younger staff 

has not taken place. As far as the gender distribution is concerned 54 % of employees are 

women. In spite of the wave of layoffs, the management has a good relationship with the 
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trade unions and the social dialogue is deemed to be constructive. Most workers are 

members of the Union and the Graphic and Media Workers.  

2. Age management approach  

The age management philosophy at GP is based on the company being run as a family 

business, where positions at the company more or less were inherited in different families. In 

general, GP had very generous term of employment and specific terms for older employees 

were never needed nor introduced. These aspects, together with the fact that the media 

sector in Göteborg is small and provide a limited number of working places, implied that most 

employees starting at GP considered this as an lifetime employment. Labour turnover 

became very small and was considered as a growing problem. New employees with new 

skills and competences could not be recruited when financial difficulties emerged. Today, the 

company is trying to overcome this cultural inheritance.  

As mentioned earlier, GP had to slim her organization by reducing personnel. The first 

program of voluntary resignation took place in 2005-07. The objective was to cut the labour 

force with 10% from 500 employees to 450. The proposal of voluntary resignation was 

offered to all employees and at resignation the staff could get either 12-20 months of pay, 

depending on position. As many as 83 employees accepted the offer and of course some 

important competences were lost. The trade union was supportive and participated actively 

in the design and implementation of the program. The program has not been accurately 

evaluated, but the overall view of the interviewee is that it was successful and many 

employees took important steps in their carriers.  

The second program in ongoing and is targeting employees 62 years and older. The terms 

are slightly less generous, giving the eight staff that has accepted the program, between 10-

12 months of pay. There is also a request from the management that these posts are not 

being recruited again,  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

GP has noted that it is difficult for older employees to comprehend the importance of 

publishing in more than one media channel, as for instance newspaper, internet and mobile 

phone. The company has therefore made it possible for their staff to improve their 

competence in this area. Recently, the Stampen Group presented an educational program 

covering 720 employees working at five different newspapers in the group. The training 

would focus on new publishing models, new business models and business intelligence. 

Stampen Group had approached EU for funding, but has unfortunately failed to secure it. 

Therefore, the Group will look for alternative financing sources.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Göteborgs Posten is going through a phase of rapid change demanding reductions in the 

labour force. Financial survival is the top issue on the agenda. The company has recently 

performed two programs of voluntary resignations. Age management has not been an 

important issue. Still, the Stampen Group has initiated an educational program providing a 

lifelong training opportunity to senior employees. However, funding is currently missing.  
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Contact details 

Contact person: Human Recourses, Peter Särnwald, telephone: +46 31 624 000, 

Peter.Sarnwald@gp.se 

Website: http://www.gp.se 
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CASE 9: Bygga Värnamo, Sweden, 2010 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Bygga Värnamo is a small construction company situated in southern Sweden. The company 

has 18 employees. In December 2008, the company reduced their workforce by half in 

connection with the financial and global economic crisis.  Bygga Värnamo took the decision 

to fully follow the seniority rule of the Employment Protection Act when lying off workers. As a 

result they remained with an age polarized workforce where all employees were either over 

55 years of age or very young apprentices. The decision to fully follow the Employment 

Protection Act was based on two principles, one economic and another social. First, 

construction is a sector where experience is important and older workers are considered to 

be more efficient and perform job with better quality. Second, older employees are less 

mobile and thus their opportunities to find a new job are more limited. Bygga Värnamo has 

survived the crisis and plan to expand their activities.  

1. Organisational background  

Bygga & Co i Värnamo AB is a small private limited company (PLC) within the construction 

sector located in Värnamo, a small community in the countryside of southern Sweden. The 

company was established in 1993 and the construction portfolio includes large industrial 

complex, private housing and summer houses. One department is focusing on careful 

renovations of older buildings.     

Bygga Värnamo has 18 employees. All employees are men and according to the interviewee 

up to now the construction sector never has been attractive to women. The current staffs are 

old with an average age of 60 years. Most workers are in the age bracket 55-65 years of age. 

Four are older than 60 years. Three employees are white collar workers while the rest are 

blue collar workers. The latter group is organized in the trade union Byggnads. The labour 

turnover is low and all employees work full time.  

2. Age management approach  

The human resources policy is based on special concern taken to older employees. When 

the financial crisis hit the company, the management decided to cut the labour force with 50 

percent in December 2008.  The company decided to follow the regulation of the Swedish 

Employment Protection Act regarding the seniority rule (Last in first out principle) favouring 

workers with longer seniority during period of collective dismissal.  The decision was based 

on two principles. First, from an economic point of view, job experience is a key factor for 

attaining a good productivity, insuring a larger profit margin for the company. Workers with 

many years of experience are, according to the interviewee, more efficient, i.e. are producing 

more and of better quality than newcomers. Second, younger workers are more 

geographically mobile and thus have larger opportunities to find equivalent work in other 

parts of the country.  
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These two principles, together with the Employment Protection Act, resulted in that all 

workers in the age bracket 25-55 were laid off. Besides the older workers, Bygga Värnamo 

also took the decision to keep all young apprentices. The trade union was supportive and 

participated actively in the dismissal and restructuring process.  

The interviewee pointed out also that alternative ways other than layoffs to tackle the crisis 

never were discussed. The construction sector is considered being conservative and new 

ideas with respect to for example work sharing or part time work are seldom tried.  

The economic situation for Bygga Värnamo has during the two first quarters of 2010 

improved and the company has recently taken over another construction company in the 

region. This company has around 15 employees with a more balanced age distribution. 

Thus, soon Bygga Värnamo will have a labour force of the same size as before the financial 

crisis and as a result the age distribution will be more balanced.  

Many tasks in the construction sector are tough and worker often end up with different 

physical injuries. According to the interviewee, most construction workers seldom work up to 

65 years old (official retirement age) due to this. Bygga Värnamo concluded several 

agreements with rehabilitation clinics and the management also cooperate closely with the 

trade union regarding health and safety issues. The company is also in favour and implement 

a system of job rotation if the employees need to avoid specific tasks worsening the risks of 

injuries.  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

When the financial crisis hit the company, the management decided to reduce the workforce 

with 50 percent. Since older and experienced workers have key competence and considered 

by the management as more efficient, the company decided to follow “à la lettre” the 

Employment Protection Act (seniority rule) and retained all older workers together with the 

young apprentices.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

When Bygga Värnamo had financial problems and had to reduce their workforce, they 

followed fully the seniority rules of the Swedish Employment Protection Act. Thereby, they 

retained older employees, both for economic as well as social reasons. They also succeeded 

to maintain apprentices insuring an intergenerational transmission of knowledge and 

experience.  

Contact details 

Contact person: Director, Rolf Carlsson, telephone: +46 370 371330 

Rolf@bygga-varnamo.se 

Website: http://www.bygga-varnamo.se 
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CASE 10: Floda Systemskylt, Sweden, 2010 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Floda Systemskylt is located close to the city of Gothenburg and produces signboards. The 

company is small with 15 employees and it is considered to be an appreciated workplace. 

The management are striving towards a balanced age and gender distribution The company 

has introduced an interesting on-the-job training scheme facilitating job rotation when 

needed. In addition, the company has secured competence by facilitating individual’s 

postponement of exit from the labour market through progressive retirement. 

1. Organisational background  

Floda Systemskylt is a small family owned company located in western Sweden close to the 

city of Gothenburg. The company was established in 1980 and produces signboards and 

other guidance material mainly for offices, schools and other public buildings. The company 

has recently seen an upswing in the demand for their products due to a forthcoming law on 

improved accessibility for people with disabilities.  

Floda Systemskylt recently increased its staff and has today 15 employees. Five of these are 

women (33%) and likewise five are white collar workers (33%). The age distribution is felt as 

balanced with three employees being older than 55 years of age (20%). The labour turnover 

is very low. In contrast to all the other case studies analyzed in Sweden for the current 

research the employees are not unionized. The company has a good reputation and is an 

appreciated workplace and at times they only advertise for new employment opportunities on 

their own web home page, being confident that people interested in the field will notice the 

advertisement.  

2. Age management approach  

The human resources policy is based on the fact that being a small company the age 

balance and the gender balance becomes very important. When the company started the 

personnel was young, but thanks to a policy of hiring older employees a more proper age 

distribution has been achieved. The same development can be observed for the gender 

composition of the workforce. Initially, the work place was heavily male dominated, but over 

time more females have been hired and today a third of the staff is women.  

The company has introduced a system of non-regulated flexible working hours (off-the clock 

work system), where each individual decides her/his own working time arrangements. There 

is though a restriction that someone has to be at the workplace when deliveries have to be 

made. There are some technological developments in the industry, but these have not 

hindered the production or made unachievable demands on the personnel.  

The company also has an on-the-job training program with an inherent knowledge transfer 

where the objective is that each and every individual staff member should be able to perform 

all jobs in the firm (polyvalence/multitasks). There is of course no demand from the employer 

side that each employee should become experts on all these tasks, but the idea is that they 
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should have some basic knowledge in how to perform the various tasks. The on-the-job 

training is simply performed, for example, by an administrative staff working next to a 

production staff or a sales staff for a certain period of time. The time period of the training is 

flexible depending on both the nature of the tasks as well as the capability of the individual 

being trained. The on-the-job training mechanism has led to a situation where staff easily can 

assist each other when needed and furthermore the employees have received a deeper 

understanding of difficulties other employees might face performing their tasks. 

The employees are also encouraged to participate at the daily coffee break, where different 

issues are discussed. The interviewee felt that this joint round-table coffee break is an 

excellent forum where possible conflicts can be dealt with at an early stage. Furthermore, 

other work related problems of more individual nature could also be identified throughout this 

informal forum.  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

Floda Systemskylt has a relatively young workforce, but at the same time the company has 

made it possible for two senior employees to postpone their exit from the labour market by 

allowing them to work part time (50%) through a progressive retirement scheme. One of the 

salesmen is 67 years old and has indicated that he wants to work for at least another three 

years. The company believes this being very fortunate since the person has a large network 

of existing and hopefully future clients. The company would lose important competence if this 

person would retire now.  

The second senor worker is 66 years old and she is taking care of a number of different 

administrative tasks. She works 50 percent part time and can decide herself when to perform 

the tasks.  

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Floda Systemskylt is a relatively recent established small company. The company seems to 

have created a good and constructive relationship between management and the 

employees. Initially, the company had a skewed age distribution (majority of young people) 

and was a clearly male dominated workplace. Today the management acknowledge the 

importance of striving to have a balanced age and gender distribution among the employees. 

In addition, the company has introduced an interesting on-the-job training scheme facilitating 

employees’ polyvalence and job rotation when needed. Furthermore, the company has 

secured competence by facilitating individual’s postponement of exit from the labour market 

through gradual retirement. 

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Recourses, Maria Niklasson, telephone: +46 302-251 02 

Maria@systemskylt.se 

Website: http://www.systemskylt.se 
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CASE 11: Trollhättans Terminal, Sweden, 2010 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

By Per-Åke Andersson and Dominique Anxo, CAFO Linnaeus University 

 

Executive summary  

Trollhättans Terminal (TT) is situated in Trollhättan north of Gothenburg in western Sweden 

and produces third party logistic services to Saab car production. The dependency on a car 

producer  in a context of economic restructuring of the automobile industry has implied that 

TT’s financial survival has been the main concern during the last two years. First, the number 

of employees was reduced by 50 percent in 2009 in the aftermath of the global financial 

crisis and the increasing difficulties at Saab. Today, in connection to the ongoing 

recruitments, the staff level is expected to reach its normal “pre-crisis” level during the 

coming months. The job at TT is stressful and demanding, and many truck drivers have 

health problems especially muscular problems and backache. The management has 

therefore introduced a comprehensive health program including job rotation, massage, 

subsidised admission fees at rehabilitation clinics and fitness/health clubs. The health 

program has resulted in a reduction in working days lost due to illness. 

1. Organisational background  

Trollhättans Terminal (TT) is a small establishment (34 employees) located in the city of 

Trollhättan north of Gothenburg producing third party logistic services to Saab car factory in 

Trollhättan. The company was established in 1998, when Saab decided to outsource their 

warehousing/stock-keeping. Trollhättans Terminal is part of the Belgian owned Katoen Natie 

Group, which has around 11,000 employees worldwide.  

TT receives goods/parts from subcontractors all around the world, informs Saab by computer 

that the delivery has been made; TT then unloads the pallets and marks them according to 

Saab specifications. When production is peaking at Saab, Trollhättans Terminal deals with 

120 trailers per day. When parts are needed by Saab, suborders are sent by computer direct 

to the trucks and TT then delivers the parts to the Saab factory. During peak period, one 

trailer is sent from Trollhättans Terminal to Saab factory every 15 minutes.  

Ten years ago, goods stayed in the warehouse for four to five day in average, but today the 

storage time in down to one day. This just-in-time/lean production philosophy increases 

demands on the work force/employees.  

The financial global crisis severely affected car producers in Sweden and this of course had 

in turn a negative impact on Trollhättans Terminal. A year ago, the company had more than 

forty employees, but 50 percent of the work forces were laid off in 2009. Today, the number 

of employees is 34 and additional 6-8 workers will be recruited during the current summer. 

The average age of employees is 43 years old. The company is male dominated with only 16 

percent women. 13 percent of the workforce are immigrants (foreign born). Most employees 

(87%) are blue collar workers. The age distribution is as follows: 

 Age less than 29 years  19 percent, 

 Age between 30-49 years  45 percent, 

 Age between 50-65 years  36 percent. 
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All employees work full time. Labour turnover is very low. All blue collar workers are 

unionized and affiliated to the Swedish Transport Workers Union. All the white collar workers 

are affiliated to the trade union “Unionen”.  

2. Age management approach  

The human resources policy is based on age, gender and ethnic balance. The management 

has the opinion that a balanced work force in these three aspects results in a good and 

healthy working environment where each individual is important in the group. The work 

towards achieving a balance was unfortunately interrupted by two rounds of layoffs in 2009. 

The trade union participated actively in the process and the Employment Protection Act was 

followed to a very large extent. It was only in two cases that exemptions from the law were 

made due to a demand for specific key competence (language knowledge).  

Since the Employment Protection Act follows the last in first out principle, the layoffs implied 

that workers with a short seniority were dismissed first. Young women and young immigrants 

were the first to leave resulting in an increase in the average age of the work force from 34 to 

43 years old and a corresponding decline in the proportion of women and immigrants in the 

work force. The human resource management is now in the process to restart their effort to 

achieve a balanced work force. The recruitment of new workers in ongoing and according to 

the Swedish Employment Protection Act (LAS), workers that were laid off previously are 

given priority to these new unfilled vacancies. Some previous dismissed employees have 

though already found new jobs and thus Trollhättans Terminal has lost some competent 

workers. According to the interviewed Human Resource Manager, in order to gain an 

adequate labour force balance, the new recruitment would preferably be young women and 

immigrants.  

Last winter when Saab stopped their production for seven weeks Trollhättans Terminal 

introduced an interesting temporary working time reduction program (short time working). 

The employees could either stay at home with 80 percent of their previous salary under 

these 7 weeks or come to work for a full salary performing various types of maintenance 

work.  

3. Current practice and how it has evolved 

The current health plan is valid for all employees, but since long term illness is 

overrepresented among older employees, these are benefitting more from the plan. Truck 

drivers easily develop muscular and back pain problems. The main objective with the health 

plan is to set up preventive measures to alleviate these health problems and reduce work 

injuries. The plan consists of three parts. First, a job rotation model is used to make sure that 

the workers can avoid backbreaking work. In principle, all staff should be able to perform all 

tasks at the company. The job rotation includes on-the-job training, where the assistant team 

leader provides mentorship. Second, preventive massage is provided one day every week. 

The massage is performed at the working place. Third, Trollhättans Terminal has entered 

agreements with rehabilitation clinics and fitness/health clubs, where the company is 

subsidizing the admission fees by two thirds. The health plan has resulted in a reduction in 

working days lost due to illness, i.e. a reduction of sickness absenteeism.  

When layoffs were discussed last year (2009), the human resource manager envisaged the 

possibility of introducing progressive retirements, but such a program was considered to be 
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too expensive for the establishment. The company though made partial compensations to 

three employees that accepted a voluntary early- retirement package. 

5. Concluding reflections from the researcher  

Trollhättans Terminal is a small company and the management acknowledged the 

importance of having a balanced work force with regard to age, gender and ethnicity. Earlier 

attempts to find a balance along these three dimensions were backfired first due to the crisis 

in the car industry and second due to the impact of the Swedish Employment Protection Act 

(seniority rules). Today the establishment is recruiting again and is again striving towards a 

more even age, ethnic and gender distribution. The management has also in a step-wise 

manner introduced a comprehensive health plan that has resulted in a healthier work force 

and thus lower costs of sickness absenteeism -.  

Contact details 

Contact person: Human Resources, Ylva Johansson, telephone: +46 520 4900 72 

Ylva.Johansson@katoennatie.com 

Website: http://www.katoennatie.com 


